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ONLINE SURVEY
Between June 5 and 15, 2020 the EU
Delegation in Myanmar launched
an online survey to seek the
perspective of national CSOs and
international NGOs in relation to
five policy areas that EU globally
identified as priorities for the period
2021-2027: the Green Deal, Jobs
and Growth, Digitalisation,
Migration, and  Governance, Peace
& Security. A total of 99
organisations participated in the
survey and prioritised these policy
areas and  their associated sub-
themes.

PRIORITIES
In addition to ranking the five
policy areas, CSOs also identified
the following as most transversal in
EU programming:  inclusiveness,
community ownership, accounta-
bility and transparency, localisation
of policies and processes to ensure
that all voices are heard, support
to media and freedom of
information, and the promotion of
civic space. The need for tackling
root causes and finding durable
solutions was underlined
particularly in relation to both
peace and migration.

COVID-19
Domestic CSOs' perception is that in
the short term COVID-19 will impact
health and environment the most,
but development partners' support
to Myanmar and corruption the
least. On the impact on human rights
the opinions are almost equally split.
International NGOs perceive the
impact on health as even more
severe, and much more severe on
human rights than domestic CSOs.
They are in concord with domestic
CSOs regarding impact on
corruption, and are equally split on
support to Myanmar.

CONSULTATIONS
Following the survey, between 15
and 18 June, four online
consultations were held with civil
society; two in English and two in
Myanmar language, with a total of
40 organisations. The objective was
to further discuss what should be
the EU priorities for its support in
Myanmar over the upcoming
financial perspectiive. The five
global EU priorities were again
confirmed as highly relevant for
Myanmar. In addition, more general
comments were also provided in
relation to the remaining SDGs.
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   Addressing drivers of conflict: discrimination, powerlessness and legacy of protracted
violence.
   Meaningful participation and inclusion of all stakeholders in peace process.
   Engagement of and equal say for women in peace process.
   Challenging barriers to social inclusion and promoting greater support for peace.
   Inclusive media reporting giving voice to all stakeholders.

Public Finance Management

Law Enforcement (Police Reform)

Transitional justice as well as developing links between community
justice and formal justice mechanisms.

Addressing the claims of those who have lost land and reinforcing
mechanisms to provide effective access to justice for people's who

land rights have been violated.
Exploring the convergence between formal and informal systems,

esp. in Kachin state.

Acknowledging the role natural resource management has
to play in conflict prevention, as well as in providing reliable

livelihoods.
Continuing and scaling up land use planning (LUP) in support

of the National Land Use Committee and development of
land law(s); piloting LUP methodologies across the country.

Forest sector and FLEGT as critical for providing future
revenue streams from sustainable forestry.

Adding "coastal natural resources" (not only marine) to
Natural Resources.

   Addressing the human rights impact of the private sector: e.g. land,
environment, conflict economy, attacks on community voices.
   Integrating human rights into dialogue around marginalisation and
exclusion to realise the ‘Leave No One Behind” agenda in the MSDP.
   Strengthening the long-term engagement of all actors, particularly
at the local level, focusing on ensuring human rights/protection as
integral to peace dialogues.

  Abuse of power by police, reform for anti-corruption and community policing.
  Inclusion of natural resources and biodiversity in the National Crime Prevention
Strategy.

   Ensuring inclusive dialogue, preventing attacks on voices
of dissent and ethnic-religious nationalism.
   Supporting freedom of assembly and expression; 
enabling civic space.
   Developing inclusive governance that brings in
marginalised communities in contested areas. Social
inclusion.
   Delegation of power and resources to local levels.
   Developing media capacity to hold government to
account - across land, resource, justice reform policies.

Human Rights

GOVERNANCE
PEACE &

SECURITY

Peacebuilding & National Reconciliation

Democratic & Civic Space

Natural Resource Management [NRM]

Increasing awareness among citizens on the concept
of Public Finance Management. 

Justice Reform

KEY ISSUES
GOVERNANCE, PEACE & SECURITY
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   Reinforcing CSOs’ capacity to engage in and promote inclusive peace-building
processes.
   Supporting collaborative networks of CS movements.
   Supporting education on federalism.
   Engagement of women leaders in the peace process.

Supporting policy reform in relation to NRM together
with all stakeholders. Further education and awareness on

the Laws and Policies.

   Leveraging the playing field between government and
ethnic actors and opposition groups;
   Supporting programs for the participation of grassroots
CSOs and youth and in order to strengthen democratic
values; 
   Supporting effective dialogue between civil society 
actors and government.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
POSSIBLE EU SUPPORT

GOVERNANCE
PEACE &

SECURITY

Peacebuilding & National Reconciliation

Democratic & Civic Space Natural Resource Management [NRM]

GOVERNANCE PEACE & SECURITY
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   Ensuring proper Forestry Management, e.g. developing
new plantations and retaining forest cover, rather than 
removing it.
   Strengthening forestry and land management by 
improving investment and laws that disadvantage and 
displace communities that are most vulnerable.
   Developing community forestry, especially in border areas.

Land Management

Providing financial and capacity support to the national protected area
system; supporting Community Protected Areas (CPAs) to

provide significant opportunities for improving local governance and
biodiversity conservation outcomes; also relates to land use planning.

Preventing Green Deal initiatives from running up against conflict
and governance issues in conflict areas; for example around

conservation and land issues.
Ensuring proper environmental assessments and meaningful

engagement with communities to hear their concerns at 
local and union level before investments are made.

Linking environmental conservation to sustainability rather
then to economic development.

Disaster Risk Reduction [DRR]

Agricultural Development, Food Security & Nutrition

   Building community awareness of linkages between climate change, forests, 
migration and livelihoods. 
   Linking DRR efforts to higher level planning and resilience to climate related disasters rather
than only emergency response.
   Use of media to share strategies and ideas for responding to climate change, particularly the
impact of climate change on livelihoods, and regional and local livelihood strategies for farmers.
   Implementing climate change related policies at the local level,  promoting the 
resilience of communities and addressing their awareness and capacities. 
Strengthening of local authorities and their capacities to provide 
sustainable service delivery and meaningful engagement with 
citizens, communities and businesses.
   Engaging with and building on youth engagement in the climate 
movement to hold government to account and to build social 
and individual behaviour change to respond to emerging 
climate issues.
   Recognition of 'Climate & Nature' as an integrated 
challenge. They are currently dealt with separately by the 
global community, i.e. UNFCCC and UN CBD, but 
should be much more aligned in policy approaches.

Forestry Management

   Building awareness of rights and governance in the field
of land management to prevent conflict.
   Land restitution, durable solution programming and
redistribution of land.
   Ensuring women’s equal rights to land and property.
   Revising VFV and other land laws that are disadvantaging
poor and displaced communities, as well as the land bank
and how it is governed.
   Supporting community-based/bottom-up engagement on
VFV and other laws disadvantaging local/ethnic
communities to hold government accountable for
displacement.

Coordinating with and involving local communities to
ensure bottom-up approach to DRR through

Community-based Disaster Risk Management.
Connecting DRR not only with natural disasters, but

also with social issues, governance and  health.
Building greater community resilience, beyond

'traditional disasters' such as cyclones and earthquakes,
through broader and deeper engagement to understand

the long-term resilience impacts of disasters or shocks.

Promotion of renewable energy to reduce GHGs
emissions and to drive rural development.

Prioritising low carbon and sustainable renewable
energy, with a focus on solar and wind, excluding large

hydropower - thus improving the investment climate and
providing significant opportunities for jobs growth.

Focusing on renewable energy as a means to providing
energy to remote areas.

Engaging youth and allowing them to become the lead.

Renewable Energy

   Investment in climate-smart agriculture - e.g. climate resilient local seed varieties.
   Encouraging ‘green business’ development including organic farming.
   Focusing on community-supported agriculture which integrates innovative
technologies and agroforestry practices to improve production and improve livelihoods.
   Harnessing youth participation as a future driver of change.
   Preventing the entry of unqualified and low-quality food products from China to
Kachin State to ensure agricultural and food security.

Climate Change

THE GREEN
DEAL

Environmental & Biodiversity Protection

KEY ISSUES
THE GREEN DEAL
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Land Management

Agricultural Development, Food Security

& Nutrition

   Focus on coastal natural resource management systems in addition to forestry and land, as
coastal areas are among the most vulnerable (sea level rises, floods, etc.).
   Bringing in innovation, advocacy for businesses to engage with the Green Deal, involving CSOs,
creating innovative partnerships at community level.
   Supporting regional integration, working towards more sustainable green opportunities in SE
Asia as a whole.

   Provision of trainings on land laws to ensure careful
management of land.
   Support to the reform of customary land use policy for
the benefit of local farmers, especially in ethnic areas.
   Support the government in addressing the claims of 
those who have lost land and in reinforcing mechanisms
that provide effective access to justice for people whose
land rights have been violated.

Focusing on sustainable cities and generating opportunities to support
stronger investment in green transport; reducing air pollution; increasing

renewable energy investment and energy efficiency.

Renewable Energy

   Promote and support sustainable food systems.
   Promote more social safety net thinking to support inclusion through the LIFT
Strategy.

Supporting the development of a strong government
policy on biodiversity protection.

Climate Change

THE GREEN
DEAL

Environmental & Biodiversity Protection

THE GREEN DEAL
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

POSSIBLE EU SUPPORT
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Education, skills, vocational training

   Addressing the unemployment crisis exaggerated by COVID-19,
as well as future employment, particularly with regard to the 
provision of decent jobs to vulnerable youth, who might not have 
access to standardised vocational trainings and may also be 
vulnerable to the drugs trade or radicalisation. Considering online
learning as one possible way to expand coverage to these groups.
Vocational training and skills development that responds to actual
labour market demands. 
   Supporting workers from the informal sector, and not only returned
migrant workers. Recognition of experience and skills, especially for
returning migrants and returning refugees.
   Harnessing role of local governments in creating employment and
involving the business community in service delivery.
   Promoting economic growth, job creation and access to markets that
contribute directly to poverty reduction and inequality, rather than
broad-based growth alone. There is a need for dedicated approaches to
ensure that growth is distributed evenly.

   Promotion of ethical investment and ASEAN level growth in a way that
adheres to decent work standards.
   Supporting responsible and ethical business investments to ensure that 
land grabbing is prevented and looking at the accountability of EU 
investments and their human and environmental impact.
   Ensuring decent work conditions, supporting people’s 
self-organizing capacity and the role of trade unions in 
promoting better work conditions.
   Supporting the large informal sector with safety nets and 
social inclusion, institutionalisation of social protection.
   Creating policies that enable renewable energy investment 
by MOEE, MOPFI, and MOIFER and MONREC.
   Integrating ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) 
standards into lending policies by the banking system.

Focusing on the intersection between business and human
rights in terms of the investment climate and access to

finance, especially in Rakhine.
Overcoming ethnic and other barriers to access,

particularly for women.
Research and advocacy towards micro-finance agencies
and the government to lower the interest-rate of micro-

financing.

Investment and Access to Finance

Inclusion, both in terms of geography and in terms of
marginalised and minority groups.

Creating income generation opportunities for youth and
women through vocational training adapted to local

realities and existing job opportunities.
Ensuring wider access to vocational training through

different modalities: VT centres, digital, mobile, on-the-job,
short-term.

Resilience of school systems and education service
providers, as well as complementary systems.

Psycho-social support for children in the education system.
Addressing education as a potential conflict driver if Union

Standard does not allow State and Regional curriculum
adjustments (e.g. Mother Tongue Education).

Digital literacy skills.

Employment

Support to regional integration

through ASEAN

ALLIANCES 
FOR JOBS &

GROWTH

Maintain a level playing field for EU businesses

Business and Investment Climate

ALLIANCES FOR JOBS AND GROWTH
KEY ISSUES
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Education, skills, vocational training

   Promotion of alternative vocational skills development
models, such as dual and blended learning approaches, 
including on-the-job training and digitalisation of vocational 
education.

   Gender transformative investments.
   Accountability of EU investments and their human and
environmental impact.

Advocacy with government on the safe schools
declaration.

Support to the education sector with gender
mainstreaming at the core.

Long-term support for vocational training and job
opportunity creation, as well as access to finance by
small-scale business, especially those led by women.

Employment

Support to regional integration through ASEAN

   Leveraging ASEAN integration to create positive progress through setting
ASEAN standards, for example in supporting safe and easier migration.

ALLIANCES 
FOR JOBS &

GROWTH

Business and Investment Climate

ALLIANCES FOR JOBS AND GROWTH
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

POSSIBLE EU SUPPORT
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Migration management 

(including borders, returns, 

legal pathways)

   Addressing root causes of migration and displacement: 
connecting resilience, livelihoods and a bottom-up approach. 
The approach needs to be area-specific and even village- specific, 
rather than top-down.
   Developing solutions and accountability of the involved parties 
through inclusive approaches (of communities and individuals).
   Multi-stakeholder collective action including IDPs, government and 
other actors through a ‘migration facility’ to address root causes in 
conflict-sensitive and participatory manner.
   Creating an enabling environment for return: civic and democratic space 
for the voices of refugees and migrants to be heard; skills recognition;
experience recognition; an economic environment to sustainably build livelihoods.
   Land use planning with EAOs to allocate land for agriculture, etc., without undermining
natural resources and therefore exacerbating poverty in the future.
   Focusing on social cohesion: addressing attitudes and practices towards returnees and
displaced people, promoting solutions that facilitate two-way communication, ensuring that
the voices of displaced people are heard, acknowledging the human rights of displaced people
and facilitating dialogue about human rights in the public sphere.
   Addressing structural barriers, citizenship, status, ability to access basic services, social
cohesion, tensions in working and living with host communities, segregation and
stigmatisation.

   Addressing drugs as a root cause of insecurity and migration, impacting governance, security, livelihoods,
etc.
   Addressing the right to vote and access to education for migrants.
   Multi-stakeholder and local authority engagement in solution development for migration 
related issues.
   Addressing forced displacement, especially the case of the Rohingya, through inclusive 
democracy and transparency.
   Human rights protection for IDPs from Rakhine and Kachin State and support for 
their survival and livelihoods.
   Removal of land mines and mine contamination as a barrier for return 
of displaced people and migrants as well as village development.
   Accountability of parties to conflict (government and EAOs), 
especially in Kachin, for producing a safe environment for return, 
and to include returnee voices in programming these returns.

Addressing migration management issues as 
potential conflict drivers: access to land and agricultural 

training for returnees, related registration needs, 
legal documentation and entitlement to plots for cultivation,
employability of returnees, provision of skills and education.

Adaptation of migration response to the needs 
of different groups.

Enabling safer migration as a livelihood 
option/opportunity: preparation for migration at the place
of origin, skills development, legal counselling, support to 
returning migrants through psycho-social counselling and 

alternatives to migration.
Developing accountability mechanisms based on the 

international legal framework to which Myanmar is 
a party, building awareness to engage the public.

Challenging discrimination against and exploitation of 
IDPs, refugees, domestic workers and sex workers.

Consideration of the shock and stress impact of climate
change on migration: migration post-Hurricane Nargis

was shock-related migration from the Delta to Yangon, while
migration from the dry zone is stress-related migration caused 

by the slow onset of climate change.
Building local level capacities and governance for migration

management: citizens' groups, CSOs, business groups.

Durable solutions for 

displaced populations

MIGRATION

Root Causes of Irregular Migration and Forced Displacement

KEY ISSUES
MIGRATION

Interdependence between Durable solutions
for displaced population and Land
management.

Interdependence between Migration
management and Climate change.

Interdependence between
Migration management and
Durable solutions for displaced
population and Digitalisation &
e-Government.
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Migration management

(including borders, returns,

legal pathways)
   Funding of return/resettlement projects: looking at links between
peace process, ceasefire and durable solutions - bearing in mind 
the cyclical nature of displacement. Ensuring that programs don’t isolate
humanitarian work under ECHO and ensure that displaced communities
are integrated, empowering local leadership that is providing services to
communities, to engage in peace negotiations. 
   Advocating for a system of accountability for developing durable 
solutions that address root causes of migration and displacement.

   Creation of more job opportunities not only in Yangon and Mandalay
Regions but also in other States and Regions.

Development and implementation of migration policies,
including those supporting a reduction in social barriers

between the public and returned workers from foreign countries.
Changing the NRC card into a smart card system, as well as

digitalisation of the personal ID document.
Infrastructure development, as well as sanitation/waste

management for migrants to counter the harsh living conditions in
urban settings.

Durable solutions for 

displaced populations

MIGRATION

Root Causes of Irregular Migration 

and Forced Displacement

MIGRATION
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

POSSIBLE EU SUPPORT

Interdependence between Durable solutions
for displaced population and Land
management.

Interdependence between Migration
management and Climate change.

Interdependence between Migration
management and Durable solutions for
displaced population and Digitalisation & e-
Government.
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Supporting digital literacy and access to technology of CSOs,
women and rural areas. Women and rural communities are at a

tremendous disadvantage in access to digital information, arising from
absence of electrification and the gap in ethnic language media content.
Addressing limitations on access to internet  in Rakhine and Chin States, 

but also in regional/remote areas.
Supporting traditional media to develop business models that can 

adapt to the fast changing digital media landscape.
The absence of community radio that could be accessed in many rural and regional areas.

Need for local language broadcasts, filling in information gaps and giving local people a voice.
Affordability of internet, the functionality of broadband and data, as well as access to ICT devices.

Bridging the digital divide, 

equal access to digital technology

   Linking digitalisation to human rights: implications in terms of 
freedom of speech, surveillance, privacy, activism and civic space. in 
a national framework for digitalisation. 
   European companies operating in Myanmar should also consider whether they
submit to government restrictions on freedom of speech.

   Initiating regulative reforms by Inter Alia.
   Initiating multi-stakeholder dialogues between the EU Delegation, EU Member States, 
UNESCO, UNCTAD, the ITU, UNIDO, the World Bank, GIZ and the ICT business sector on collective actions.
   Promoting the EU approach in  privacy and data protection such as GDPR and the Budapest Convention.
   Encouraging Myanmar to follow the Global Network initiatives and the Freedom Online Coalition principles.
   Encouraging MOTC, MOC and other state institutions in conducting public consultations on country
digitalisation and encourage political will for the ICT sector.
   Examining legal and regulatory frameworks on telecomms, privacy law and developing/updating
legislation on cyber security, data protection, classification, etc.

Legal and Regulatory Frameworks

   Strengthening e-governance potential by providing access to electricity and
electronic devices for the whole country.

   Mitigation of the “digital divide” by supporting/encouraging innovation in the use
and roll-out of ITC to strengthen extension services of MoALI, e.g. in e-agriculture.
   Adopting e-governance as a strategy in public reforms, as well as strengthening
the local level. Tax systems lack proper systems/data. It is important to work on
digitising systems that can be used at local level.
   Monitoring the EU and MS implementation early warning principles 
for impact on human rights, as well as on digital rights. 
   Helping to ensure the planned 100% digitising of public services 
by 2027, to make  public services more accessible and convenient 
for citizens and help eradicate corruption.
   Supporting multi-stakeholder dialogue for legislative and 
policy development for e-governance, which is also 
connected to the electronic ID [see Migration]. 
   Supporting the transition to e-governance and digital 
literacy in order to reduce the paperwork and waste of 
resources in States and Regions.

KEY ISSUES & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
POSSIBLE EU SUPPORT

Developing partnerships with the public and private sectors to ensure that excluded
groups have access to technology and increase women and girls' role in the ICT.

Engaging with the Digital Rights Forum [and emphasising digital rights] as an 
essential element of human rights, requiring equal access, freedom of expression, privacy and data protection.

Addressing equal access to digital technology nationwide, particularly the case of internet shut down in Rakhine.

Online learning and vocational skills development.

Online Learning

DIGITAL & DATA
TECHNOLOGIES

E-Governance

DIGITAL AND DATA TECHNOLOGIES

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support

Supporting the government in addressing the digital divide
in equal access to online education - especially the shift to

online education during the Covid-19 pandemic 
demonstrated access in rural areas is weak;

Promotion of distance education in the MoE curriculum
through education pillars and partnerships with 

the private sector, with a significant element 
being digital literacy and privacy.

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support
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   Focusing on gender equality programmatically in addition to
mainstreaming to address lack of women’s participation as a
barrier to development.
   Linking to “Leave-no-one-behind” to include vulnerable/ethnic
groups.
   Including all genders across the LGBTIQ+ spectrum, rather than
thinking merely about men and women.

   Building essential services, including health, education, water/sanitation and
access to food, especially in rural areas. 
   Building social protection and inclusion systems to support people with disabilities
getting into employment.
   Addressing the low number of women in positions of “power”.
   Prioritising inequality reduction for sustainable peace and political stability.
   SDGs 3,4,6 and particularly access to basic essential services cuts across all
discussions.

Promoting PPP as a way to ensure future sustainability
and ensure that the private sector is involved in on-going

and prospective programming processes.
Developing SDG partnerships, with a flexible, adaptive

approach to multi-layered partnerships that recognise
informal groups, private media and other actors.

Gender & Inclusion

   Addressing inequality and the role it plays in people’s willingness to
engage on the social contract and on political stability.

   Specific component on gender equality in the EU’s new programme. CSOs fought
hard to have a separate Strategic Coordination Group and the EU should echo that
commitment.

Providing leadership in promoting human rights.
The international community, like the EU and other organisations,

should reflect on and analyse the international political economy for building
towards these SDGs and should include CSOs in this process.

Promoting a Partnership Approach

OTHER
COMMENTS

& SDGS

Inclusion & Equality in Social Services

KEY ISSUES & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
POSSIBLE EU SUPPORT

OTHER COMMENTS & SDGS

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support

Key Issues

Recommendations for possible EU support

The European Strategy for a Strengthened Partnership with Civil Society in Myanmar is an initiative funded by the European Commission and implemented by ARS Progetti and Democracy Reporting International. The views expressed in this

visual report do not necessarily reflect opinions of the European Commission.
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